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Media partners:
SCOPE - Encouraging dialogue
Purpose of the Fraunhofer DDMC is an intellectual exchange between researchers, enterprises and users of AM technologies to gather the latest information about trends, progress and future potential of these technologies for industrial application.

Range of Topics (For detailed topics check website)
- **Product Development** incl. electronics, co-design, mass customization
- **Technologies** incl. bio-printing, hybrid processes, technological novelties
- **Materials** incl. ceramics, bio-materials, powder, polymer, multi-material approaches
- **Quality** incl. process monitoring, part quality management
- **Post Processing** incl. surface finishing, process chains for industrial production
- **Algorithms and Software** incl. digitalization, AI and machine learning, design and simulation for AM
- **Sustainability and Circularity** in AM
- **Latest Industrial Trends and Success Stories**

Submissions on innovative and visionary approaches not fitting the range of topics above are also welcome. *All abstracts will be double blind reviewed. All papers will be published in the DDMC conference proceedings and the 10 best papers in the Springer Journal »Progress in Additive Manufacturing«.*
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